
 
Lesson Plan--Personal Safety 
Kindergarten and First Grade 
 
 
Lesson Three 
 
Objectives: 
The students will: 
x Review what they learned about rules and how to recognize feelings by responding 

to teacher questions and doing the Handout K-1B. 
x Role play to demonstrate the ability to identify and manage proper playing by the 

rules and respecting others’ feelings. 
x a) Listen to teacher reinforcement of proper management skills and proper reactions 

to stressful situations; b) Respond to teacher questions to demonstrate 
understanding of the concepts. 

x a) Listen to the teacher expand the concept of responsibility and being in charge on 
one’s own body; b) Listen to how to report to someone when something doesn’t feel 
right or when something or someone makes one feel uncomfortable. 

 
 
Materials:  Crowns from previous sessions, additional decorations for crowns, a toy or 
book for use in the demonstration, Handout K1-B – Problems, Alternatives and 
Consequences for each child, crayons.�
 
Teach: 

i God gave us our feelings. All of our feelings are good. Sometimes the tricky part 
is figuring out what to do with our feelings.   
 

i Point to one of the “Angry” pictures from handout K1-A—Feeling Faces 
(emotions).   

 
i Sometimes when we are angry, we might want to hit another person.  

Think of a time when a friend or someone your age or younger may have 
taken the toy or book you were playing with. Instead of hitting, what would 
be a better way to handle that feeling? 
 

i Allow the children to share their ideas.   
 

i Then explain that they are in charge of their bodies.  They can choose a better 
way to handle their emotions.   

 
i One way might be to tell the other person that it isn’t nice to take toys away when 

someone is playing with them.  We should ask them to share.  Or we might play 
with the toy together and then take turns.   
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i (Ask two children to demonstrate.) 

 
Let’s see if we have two children who can show us the right choice.  (Read through the 
story as you lead the children to do the actions.  They might get giggly)  
 

i ( Name ) is playing with  (the toy or book) Set them up so they are doing 
it.  (other child -Name)  comes up and snatches it from them.   

 
i “You should tell them that what they did wasn’t nice, and offer to share the 

toy/book by taking turns or playing with it together. (encourage children 
to temper their tones and to show respect for the other person as 
they act out the scene.) 
 

(Give children additional crown decorations for participating, getting correct answers, or 
modeling good behavior.) 
 

i When we hit someone, or touch someone in a way to hurt them, we are 
disrespecting them and ourselves.   

 
i You are in charge of your body.  You can make right choices with what 

you do with your body, and what other people do to your body.  
 
i When we hit or disrespect others we are forgetting that we are sons and  

daughters of God, the King.   
 

i We show that we are in charge of our bodies when we don’t hit someone 
else.   
 

i What happens if someone hurts you? Or they continue to be mean even 
after you try to be nice to them?  (Let the children answer.) 

 
i What if you are playing and an older child hurts you or is mean to you? 

 
Teach: That situation is different. Grown ups and older children should already 
know the rule—don’t touch other people.  You need to have a trusted adult 
help you.  Do not be afraid to get a trusted adult to help you. 
 

i All of your feelings are good.  What you do with them is important.  When 
a feeling comes very quickly, it is a good idea to take some time and think 
about a good way to handle your feeling.  Here are some things to think 
about: 
 

i If you take a time out, you can: 
1. Think about what the problem could be. 
2. Think about some different actions you can take and 
3. Think about what will happen if you do one action or another 

action. 
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i Here are some ideas:  

1. When you are angry, sometimes a good choice is to find a pillow 
and hit it.   

2. Sometimes the best choice is to go to a quiet spot, like your room 
and take a few minutes until you can control your body.   

3. Then speak to the person you are angry with. 
4. Or speak to a parent, guardian or other trusted adult.   
5. They can help you figure out a good choice. They can help you 

show respect for yourself and for others by controlling your body 
and keeping you safe following the rules. 

 
i ALWAYS tell a trusted adult when something doesn’t feel right or when 

you feel a change should be made. The trusted adult will help you think of 
good choices you can make to handle the situation. 

 
Distribute Handout K1-B – Problems, Alternatives and Consequences. 
 

i Read the directions at the top of the page to the children.  Read the scenarios 
found on Leader Page K1-B.  Pick and choose which ones you want to do as 
time permits.  

 
i Have the children answer the questions at the top of the page for each picture.  

Have children work on the pictures at home if time runs out.  You can use the 
scenarios below or encourage the children to create a realistic story to go with 
each picture.   

 
i Make sure all students receive an abundance of crown decorations. 
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